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About This Game

Twilight Frontier's latest release is here!
A Touhou Project inspired work: "MarisaLand Legacy"

Eat mushrooms to increase your height in this easy to control 2D side scrolling action game!

Story

When Marisa was engaged in dubious mushroom magic like always,
she accidentally ate a mushroom that "suppresses her magic and makes her 2 heads tall,"

so she goes on an adventure to find and regain her former body.
Eat whatever mushroom you can find and become bigger!

But it's not only her height which has changed, the number of players too!
Marisa's adventure starts once more...!!

Marisa will appear in sizes from 2 to 8 heads tall.
Enjoy couch-coop multiplayer with all your friends!

(Not Online. Real human interaction!)

64 stages in total! 32 Normal + 32 Hard (unlocked upon clearing normal)
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Publisher:
DLsite
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2018
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English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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marisa land legacy gameplay. marisaland legacy. marisaland legacy download. marisa land legacy download. marisaland legacy
rar

Hard as nails ninja gaiden inspired side scroller. Reminiscent of the 8\/16 bit greats yourl find a fair amount of nostalgia here...
And game over screens. Great game. Do Not Buy NO!!!!!WHEEL SUPPORT(NO Racing Wheel Will Work For This
Game)This Game Isnt Even Worth It For A DieHard Race Fan. It's really weird, it's not for everyone, and it has it's flaws.

But if this is the sort of game that you like, then you're going to _really_ like it.. Trouble completing "Downhill Freight" scen,
but a great add on pack to the Clear Creek line. Highly recommended, thanks for the work. More please, DSP&P Mason Bogies
would be sweet! Along with the appropriate rolling stock.. Dungend Defenders is a tower defender game. Its rely fun game and
worth your time.. I got the game for the good old time feels~ NeoGeo era, you shall be missed <3. Honestly, while I had a
certain amount of fun with this title, I don't think I can recommend it in good conscience. The game suffers from an extremely
low production values, with most of its sound effects and music being stock, royalty-free sounds and music downloaded from
the Internet, rather cringe-worthy animation, average art style, extremely simple puzzles, rather non-sensical storyline, very bad
technical problems (the game didn't support the native resolution of my monitor, so I had to play it on a laptop) and an
extremely short length (it only took me 2 hours to beat this). I bought it for about a dollar from a sale, and it was the first
modern hidden object game that I ever played, so I don't regret my purchase too much. But, all things considered, I really can't
recommend it to anybody.. It has been a long time since a game gave me a real sense of fear as this one does.. I sneeked around
for a while exploring, completed a few tasks and ended up back at the same pod I started from. The sun has set and I have a real
fear about going out into the dark night as I know Im going to be a meal. LOL Thanks to the developer for creating such mood
and a real sense of being there. Will I survive tomorrow? who knows but that is the whole point and the fun.... :). One of the
easier reviews to figure - if you don't own Puzzle Agent, leave this page and check that one out.

If you enjoyed the first Puzzle Agent, pick up this one: it's more of the same, and continues (and finishes) the story. If you
didn't enjoy the first one, you won't enjoy this one. Simple as that.
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Move unconvincingly through an underwater environment, get hit a lifeguard float, die. Reload? Nope.. This DLC Includes alot
more trains that just the Flting Scotsman.
For An Example with this dlc you get King Edward II free of charge.
Worth The Money.. where can i find the space paint job got the toys but no paint. I finished the game (my definition of
finishing most games is 100%ing the achieves) in 3.5 hours and I kinda wish it was longer.
It's a very nice time passing game, not much thought needs to go into it in order to unlock the different girls. I don't care much
about that anyway but I guess it's a nice feature, if you're into it. The girls are quite cute :)
As far as achievements, it's pretty easy to complete and the achieves themselves are pretty. Don't know if there's much
replayability to it after you've finished unlocking all the girls and all the achieves though.

I got it with a 90% off coupon so I think it was worth the price I paid for it
enjoy it if you get it :). Thank you for finally adding Coop! It was insanelyf un, especially the dragon riding part. Will you have
a future level where you ride a dragon plus shoot coop? omg!. This is an awesome game. A really great controllerless shootem
up. Aou don't need any controllers it is great for recharging them while still getting in some gameplay. I love the sound loop too,
it's like a cheesey funky 70's cop show theme.The elves are cool, especially the flying ones. For the price this was well worth it.
I would definitely recommend this to the Vive community.. The game itself is lot of fun played with friends. Solo is a bit boring
after time, but content to unlock keeps you busy.

Loving the graphics of game and design of locations.

Although I would speed up the game a bit to be more dynamic.

Very good to be played on gamepad, on keyboard it's not cool

Pros:
- plenty of content to unlock
- graphics (those locations)
- music (loving the BGM)
- good choice of different minigames
- gamepad ready

Cons:
- keyboard controls
- poor story
- small bugs

Overall 7,5\/10. wow :) this was such a nice game. I m sorry they won t be making the next in the series. Really hope they
change their minds this was really nice. I liked everything, the story, the jokes, the funny allusions to various flaws of all the
characters. the graphics, the puzzles, the songs everything :( now we'll never know how this ends :(, however I can say that this
as a standalone game has a satisfying storyline of its own. I highly recommend it, for me it really had that monkey island feel but
in a unique way.. Creed is a game that is full of unfair advantages, in Singleplayer and PVP. If you don't have roomscale, don't
bother trying PVP Quick matches. You will just lose all the time. Once I had some dude in PVP making slidings all the time,
and taunting me waving at the audience.

I have roomscale but I have stuff in my room so I'm trying to be careful not getting too immersed and breaking stuff.

So even with roomscale this game is requiring a large empty space to stand a chance in PVP

Most people in the quick match community are tryhards that only care about winning. Which makes PVP really boring and a
battle who finds the most unfair advantages. For example; Running around in circles around the other player. You have arcade
boxing and unfair boxing. This is unfair.

Also in one match some guy was just throwing rapid punches somehow, while my gloves were red and my stamina was
recharging, they could just keep punching somehow.
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Also, the game always positions me in a way I'm not facing the longest stretch of your room. My room is larger in width then in
length, but it keeps positioning me facing the short end, which severely limits my movement. Thrill of the Fight does not do this,
for example.

Singleplayer was not much better, and, as mentioned by many people, I don't like the stamina system here either.

Conlan was pretty annoying to beat because the rounds kept switching rapidly which breaks you out of the flow of boxing.
I seriously don't know what they were thinking with this.

I beat him eventually by taking a defensive approach and recognizing patterns.

The Operator was terrible, at this point, I just starting searching for exploits. I ducked down a little then calibrated to be taller
then the Operator. Then I just alternated my arms rotating hitting his forehead.

I think I only bought this game because of the lack of polished games in VR. It looks polished, but not gameplay-wise.

One good thing about this game is that I liked the workout. But it does not have enough content to keep this up, as you will
probably not like PVP. Maybe if you have some friends to play with, you might like it.

In short, It has the potential to be really fun with friends to fight against.

But without friends online is a frustrating cringe fest.

Career mode is too short and was frustrating at times.

I regret buying this game.

. (8\/10)

Quick little game that harkens back to not so much the 16 bit console generation of platformers but more the 16 bit PC
generation of platforming shooters (think the original 2D duke nukem, or jazz jackrabbit). The main\/standout 'feature' is the
weapon system where you have around a dozen weapons you can use, each of which with its own xp and stats and levelup
progression system.

Not all weapons are created equal however and some are much *MUCH* more useful\/fun than others. The graphics are slightly
more advanced than period appropriate, but the music is spot on and pretty decent overall. Totally worth a sale purchase if, like
me, you were running a pc, not a console, in the early 90's and enjoyed the more complex but maybe slightly clunkier action
platforming from that era.

Diesel Power 1.4.3 Update - Performance:
It was about time to jump on to Epics latest release.

 Changes. Diesel Power Update 1.1 - Quality Of Life Improvements:
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Added in v1.1. Diesel Power 1.4.2 Update - Performance and Visuals (Release Version):
Hooray!
We're ready for tomorrows release of Diesel Power

 Changes.  Diesel Power Update 1.3 - Vehicle Physics Overhaul:

 Changes. HTC Vive Support - Back to BETA Status:
There seems to be an issue for HTC Vive Users were the game is not displayed properly. Working on a fix. Release Week
Sale: 20% Off:
Hello word,
Diesel Power has been released and we have a sale going on to celebrate it.
Grab your controller and jump in!
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